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Abstract

We propose a novel open-domain question-001
answering dataset based on the Common002
Crawl project. With a previously unseen003
number of around 130 million multilingual004
question-answer pairs (including about 60 mil-005
lion English data-points), we use our large-006
scale, natural, diverse and high-quality corpus007
to in-domain pre-train popular language mod-008
els for the task of question-answering. In our009
experiments, we find that our Common Crawl010
Question Answering dataset (CCQA) achieves011
promising results in zero-shot, low resource012
and fine-tuned settings across multiple tasks,013
models and benchmarks1.014

1 Introduction015

Open-domain question-answering (ODQA) has016

evolved into a core problem in Natural Lan-017

guage Processing (NLP), receiving growing inter-018

est from the research community (Raffel et al.,019

2020; Roberts et al., 2020). Despite the notori-020

ously difficult challenge to correctly answer open-021

domain questions from arbitrary domains, recent022

advances of pre-trained language models (such as023

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), BART (Lewis et al.,024

2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)) have stimu-025

lated new research into additional, task-dependent026

pre-training steps. Specifically, recent publications027

show that in-domain pre-training regimes can im-028

prove models for several downstream tasks (Gu-029

rurangan et al., 2020). For open-domain question-030

answering, newly proposed pre-training tasks such031

as the Inverse Cloze Task (ICT) (Lee et al., 2019),032

Body First Selection (BFS), Wiki Link Predic-033

tion (WLP) (Chang et al., 2020) and Question An-034

swering Infused Pre-training (QUIP) (Jia et al.,035

2021) show consistent improvements over base-036

lines. However, most of these approaches still rely037

1We will publish our dataset generation script and CCQA
pre-training checkpoints for the evaluated models in the
camera-ready version.

on either unlabeled text, or synthetically generated 038

question-answer (QA) pairs. In this paper, we ex- 039

plore a second, somewhat orthogonal dimension 040

to these lines of work, examining if a web-scale 041

collection of natural QA pairs can support ODQA 042

through in-domain pre-training. 043

Per definition, an ODQA system should be able 044

to answer any question from an arbitrary domain. 045

We believe that to approach this ability with in- 046

domain pre-training, a suitable dataset should ad- 047

dress the following 5 challenges: (1) Size; ODQA 048

requires knowledge of a wide variety of topics. 049

The underlying dataset used for in-domain pre- 050

training hence needs to cover this abundance of 051

domains, requiring a web-scale dataset. (2) Nat- 052

uralness; While synthetic corpora can potentially 053

capture a wide variety of language phenomena, 054

to understand and generate truly natural language 055

in all facets, synthetic datasets are not sufficient. 056

(3) Quality; Given the requirement for a diverse, 057

large-scale dataset, high data quality in terms of 058

cleanliness and sensibility becomes a major chal- 059

lenge. Given that web-scale data sources require 060

highly automated approaches operating on noisy 061

data, assuring data quality is non-trivial. (4) Di- 062

versity; Besides size, another challenge for any 063

ODQA in-domain pre-training dataset is the gen- 064

erality of the corpus. The dataset needs to support 065

answering many diverse questions to allow models 066

to learn general concepts. (5) Evaluation Fairness; 067

A web-scale question-answering dataset potentially 068

overlaps with existing benchmark corpora, leading 069

to inflated performance measures and impeding the 070

evaluation fairness (Lewis et al., 2021a). 071

To overcome these challenges, we propose a 072

new large-scale dataset for open-domain question- 073

answering called the Common Crawl Question 074

Answering (CCQA) dataset. Similar to popular 075

datasets, such as C4 (Raffel et al., 2020), CCNet 076

(Wenzek et al., 2020), CC-100 (Conneau et al., 077

2019) and HTLM (Aghajanyan et al., 2021b), we 078
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generate a large-scale, diverse and high-quality079

question-answering dataset from Common Crawl.080

More specifically, Common Crawl allows us to081

obtain a large number of truly natural question-082

answer pairs, asked and answered by real humans083

on the web, rather than inferred through com-084

putational methods. Using the abundantly avail-085

able schema.org question annotation2, we generate086

question-answer pairs from explicit annotations,087

instead of heuristic rules, leading to high-quality088

data points, as shown in this paper. To evaluate the089

diversity and evaluation fairness of our dataset, we090

compute topic distributions and train-test overlaps091

with benchmark datasets.092

In a large set of evaluations, we show that in-093

domain pre-training on our CCQA dataset achieves094

promising results across different settings, mod-095

els and benchmarks. Using the rich information096

available on the web, we augment our dataset097

with additional data attributes beyond just question-098

answer pairs, such as votes, multiple (compet-099

ing) answers, question summaries and intra-textual100

HTML markup, which can be used for a variety of101

tasks beyond question-answering in future work.102

To summarize, our main contributions in this103

paper are as follows:104

• We generate the first truly large-scale, nat-105

ural question-answering dataset, containing106

around 130 million unfiltered question-answer107

pairs (55M unique), including about 60 mil-108

lion English data points (24M unique).109

• We present key dataset statistics, confirming110

the high quality of our question-answer pairs,111

the wide range of diverse topics and a low112

overlap with existing benchmarks.113

• We show the effectiveness of the dataset for114

in-domain pre-training by evaluating the per-115

formance of the unfiltered English subset on116

two question-answering tasks, three different117

settings, four models and five benchmarks.118

2 Related Work119

This work is inspired by a range of previous ap-120

proaches using Common Crawl web-data, such121

as the Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus (C4) for122

language model pre-training (Raffel et al., 2020),123

the word/sentence representation generation cor-124

pus CCNet (Wenzek et al., 2020), the CC-100125

2https://schema.org/Question

Figure 1: Dataset generation overview from the initial
raw HTML file (top) to general purpose, webpage ag-
gregated question-answer pairs (bottom). M = Addi-
tional question/answer metadata. Red boxes = Non-
question-answer related webpage components.

dataset for translation (Conneau et al., 2019) and 126

the markup-style language modelling HTLM cor- 127

pus for zero-shot summarization (Aghajanyan et al., 128

2021b). Despite all previously mentioned appli- 129

cations directly relying on large-scale web data 130

from Common Crawl, their scope and application 131

vary significantly. Compared to previously pro- 132

posed datasets based on Common Crawl, we are 133

the first to extract well-structured question-answer 134

pairs with additional meta-data, making our cor- 135

pus a valuable resource for ODQA research, and 136

a multitude of related tasks, such as question sum- 137

marization, answer rating, and answer ranking. 138

Further web-based datasets outside the Common 139

Crawl domain are the TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) 140

and ELI5 corpora (Fan et al., 2019), extracting 141

small-scale question-answer datasets from Trivia 142

websites and Reddit threads respectively. The 143

large-scale GooAQ dataset (Khashabi et al., 2021) 144

is similarly based on web data, however exploits 145

the Google auto-complete feature and related an- 146

swer boxes to generate semi-synthetic question- 147

answer pairs. As a large-scale, completely syn- 148

thetic dataset, the PAQ corpus (Lewis et al., 2021b) 149

automatically generates a large set of Probably 150

Asked Questions from Wikipedia articles. In con- 151

trast to these previously proposed datasets, our 152

CCQA corpus presents a large-scale, natural and 153

diverse question-answering resource in the same 154

order of magnitude as the largest synthetic datasets. 155

Besides the generation of the CCQA dataset, we 156

evaluate its potential as an in-domain pre-training 157

corpus for open-domain question-answering. Our 158

work is thereby aligned with previous in-domain 159
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Figure 2: JSON data structure following the
schema.org annotation. Fasttext language labels
(Joulin et al., 2016a,b) added for language distinction.

pre-training approaches, which have shown to im-160

prove a variety of downstream tasks (Gururangan161

et al., 2020). Similar to in-domain pre-training,162

multiple domain-dependent pre-training tasks163

have been proposed for open-domain question-164

answering. For example, Lee et al. (2019) pro-165

pose the Inverse Cloze Task (ICT), Chang et al.166

(2020) introduce Body First Selection (BFS) and167

Wiki Link Prediction (WLP) and Jia et al. (2021)168

describe a novel Question Answering Infused Pre-169

training (QUIP) task. Along similar lines, Agha-170

janyan et al. (2021a) propose pre-finetuning, an171

alternative to in-domain pre-training, using around172

50 domain-dependent datasets, showing that their173

MUPPET approach generalizes well to many tasks.174

Khashabi et al. (2020) introduce a similar concept175

for question-answering in their UnifiedQA frame-176

work. While we propose a somewhat orthogonal177

dimension to most of these works, they neverthe-178

less present us with strong intuition regarding the179

effectiveness of domain-dependent pre-training.180

3 The Common Crawl Question181

Answering (CCQA) Dataset182

3.1 Dataset Collection183

Our Common Crawl Question Answering (CCQA)184

dataset contains around 130 million question-185

answer pairs (55M unique), extracted from 13 Com-186

mon Crawl snapshots3 between May 2020 and May187

2021. A high-level overview of the dataset genera-188

3https://commoncrawl.org/

tion process is depicted in Figure 1. Starting from 189

a set of raw HTML webpages, we make use of the 190

schema.org definition to find relevant tags, such 191

as the question, answer, author and votes (for the 192

full set of tags see Figure 2). Using the explicit 193

schema.org annotation (commonly used for search- 194

engine optimization), instead of simple heuristics 195

(e.g. question marks), we optimize the resulting 196

corpus for high-quality data points. Specifically, 197

due to the added efforts for website creators to de- 198

fine schema.org conforming meta-data, we believe 199

that annotated question-answer pairs are likely to 200

be relevant to the general public, mostly exclude 201

rhetorical and contextual questions, and as a result 202

constitute high quality QA data, despite the noisy 203

nature of webpages. 204

During the dataset processing steps, we remove 205

all HTML elements that do not contain valid 206

schema.org markers (red in Figure 1) and subse- 207

quently clean every question on the webpage to 208

only conserve markup related to the textual content 209

of schema.org tags4. We further remove any unre- 210

lated markup attributes (e.g., CSS and JavaScript 211

classes), before converting the content into a well- 212

defined JSON object shown in Figure 2. 213

Using the 13 consecutive Common Crawl snap- 214

shots, we generate an initial dataset containing 130 215

million question-answer pairs. Within this initial 216

corpus, there are two types of potential duplicates: 217

(1) Same-URL duplicates; where a webpage is up- 218

dated between any two Common Crawl snapshots 219

and (2) Content duplicates; where webpages from 220

any Common Crawl snapshot contain same ques- 221

tions with potentially similar answers. Here, we 222

use the original, un-cleaned version of the dataset. 223

This way, we present a lower-bound for the per- 224

formance, which can be further improved through 225

additional filtering steps in future work5. 226

Our dataset generation procedure is further out- 227

lined in Algorithm 1, found in Appendix A. We 228

also provide a detailed description of the dataset 229

format in Appendix B. For qualitative examples of 230

our generated dataset format, we refer readers to 231

Appendix H. 232

3.2 Dataset Dimensions 233

To gain better insights into this massive amount of 234

data, we present a mix of automatically obtained 235

4Set of textual tags taken from developer.mozilla.
org/en-US/docs/Web/HTML/Element

5We will provide a de-duplication script for same-URL
duplicates, removing duplicates due to snapshot overlap.
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Q-SensH Q-AnsH QA-SensH Markup Q-Summ

96.5% 86% 82.25% 47.5% 11.7%

No A Avg #A∗ Mean Q Mean A Lang Tags

5.9% 1.41 43 57 77.9%

Table 1: Key CCQA dataset dimensions. Q=Question,
A=Answer, QA=Question-answer pair, Sens=
Sensibility, Ans=Answerability, Lang=Language,
Summ=Summarization, Mean=Average number of
words, HHuman pilot study, ∗Excluding questions
without answers.

dataset dimensions and a small-scale human pilot236

study as well as a set of key dataset distributions.237

Regarding the small-scale human pilot study, we238

analyze a random subset of 400 individual question-239

answer pairs and evaluate their sensibility and an-240

swerability. We define question sensibility as to241

whether the annotator understands the questions it-242

self, while question answerability refers to whether243

the question provides enough context for a perfect244

question-answering system to correctly answer the245

question. Furthermore, QA-sensibility denotes if246

the question-answer pair makes sense6. We refer247

interested readers to Table 9 in Appendix F for248

further explanations on sensibility/answerability.249

As shown in Table 1, our CCQA corpus contains250

nearly exclusively sensible questions, with the vast251

majority of them also answerable and sensible as252

a pair. To complement our small-scale human an-253

notation, we further explore key dataset dimension,254

including the fraction of samples with advanced255

markup, questions containing both, question name256

and question text (as defined by the schema.org257

annotation), the number of questions without gold-258

answers, average question and answer length and259

the number of webpages with a valid language260

label, indicating that the schema.org annotation261

highly correlates with carefully curated webpages.262

Besides the key corpus-level statistics, we take263

a closer look at important dataset distributions in264

Table 2. Specifically, we present the top 5 domains265

at the top of Table 2, showing the largest number266

of webpages originating from the stackexchange267

domain, accounting for about 8% of data points.268

Regarding the topical distribution of our dataset,269

we use the DMOZ/Curlie taxonomy, automatically270

extracting hierarchical topic information7. We ran-271

domly sample 1, 000 question webpages and show272

6We do not check the answer for factual correctness but
merely evaluate if it could be the answer for the given question.

7https://www.curlie.org

Figure 3: High-level overview of the closed-book
CCQA in-domain pre-training step (yellow) as part
of the training pipeline for BART and T5. Lan-
guage model pre-training shown in green. Task-
dependent fine-tuning presented in red. Evaluation in
blue. (1) Baseline pre-training/fine-tuning pipeline, (2)
In-domain pre-training/fine-tuning pipeline, (3) zero-
shot baseline setting and (4) zero-shot in-domain pre-
training setting.

the top 5 topics in the second row of Table 2. A 273

more detailed topic distribution, also considering 274

second-level assignments, can be found in Table 6 275

in Appendix C. Regarding the question-word dis- 276

tribution in our CCQA dataset, we observe that the 277

majority of 36% of question words are what ques- 278

tions, followed by how, when, which and where. A 279

full list of all 8 questions words and their relative 280

appearance in our corpus can be found in Table 7 281

in Appendix D. Lastly, expanding on the number 282

of non-trivial markup tags presented in Table 1, we 283

explore the frequency of HTML markup tags in 284

our dataset in the last row in Table 2. For a list 285

of the top-25 tags found in our corpus, we point 286

interested readers to Table 8 in Appendix E. 287

4 Evaluation 288

In this section, we showcase the value of our CCQA 289

dataset with experiments on closed-book question- 290

answering (section 4.1) as well as passage retrieval 291

for open-book QA (section 4.2). 292

4.1 Closed-Book Question-Answering 293

4.1.1 Task 294

The closed-book question-answering task chal- 295

lenges systems to answer questions without any 296

additional information sources, such as knowledge 297

bases or evidence documents. As a result, models 298

are solely relying on the question text and the in- 299

formation stored inside the model weights during 300

training. Here, we evaluate our new CCQA dataset 301

4
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Metric Top 5 Appearances in CCQA

Domains stackexchange (07.78%) hotels (03.46%) viamichelin (02.51%) ccm (01.86%) vrbo (01.74%)
Topics Regional (38.90%) Society (21.10%) Business (08.30%) Sports (07.00%) Rec (06.20%)
Q-words What (36.20%) How (29.80%) When (09.68%) Which (09.64%) Where (06.04%)
Markup p (28.48%) a (14.89%) br (14.86%) li (10.04%) span (05.77%)

Table 2: CCQA dataset distribution for top 5 domains, topics according to the DMOZ/Curlie annotation, question
words (Q-words, only computed on the English subset) and most common markup tags. % for q-words and markup
tags presents portion of all q-word/markup appearances. ccm=commentcamarche, Rec=Recreational.

as an in-domain pre-training corpus for this highly302

challenging task by converting the JSON represen-303

tation into plain question-answer pairs, removing304

markup tags and additional metadata.305

4.1.2 Models & Training306

Using the question-answer pairs from the CCQA307

dataset, we in-domain pre-train large language308

models for question-answering. We start with309

vanilla BART and T5 transformer models, shown310

on the left side (green) in Figure 3. We then further311

in-domain pre-train the models using a denoising or312

sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) setup (yellow box313

in Figure 3). For the denoising task, we follow the314

vanilla BART approach (Lewis et al., 2019), using315

a concatenation of Q:‖<question>‖A:‖<answer>316

as the model input. For the seq2seq task, we train317

the model to predict the gold answer given a ques-318

tion as input. With the additional in-domain pre-319

training step, a variety of training-flows emerge,320

shown as numbered circles in Figure 3:321

(1) Using a vanilla pre-trained language model to322

fine-tune on the benchmark dataset.323

(2) Using the CCQA dataset for in-domain pre-324

training and subsequently fine-tune on the bench-325

mark dataset.326

(3) Using a pre-trained language model to directly327

infer answers on the benchmark dataset.328

(4) Using the CCQA in-domain pre-trained model329

to directly infer answers on the benchmark dataset.330

4.1.3 Datasets331

We evaluate our CCQA dataset on 5 common332

benchmarks, based on 4 publicly available datasets333

in the closed-book setting:334

TriviaQA (TQA) is a short-form, factoid-style335

question-answering dataset (Joshi et al., 2017). For336

the closed-book task, we ignore the available con-337

texts and focus exclusively on question-answer338

pairs. Since the official test-split of the dataset339

is not publicly available, we use the official vali-340

dation set as our test split and randomly sample a341

validation set from the training data, as commonly342

done in previous work (Roberts et al., 2020). 343

Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 344

2019) represents a popular corpus for question- 345

answering research. Despite most recent work fo- 346

cusing on the short-form answers (NQ-Short), the 347

NQ corpus also provides additional long-form an- 348

swers (NQ-Long) for a large subset of questions. 349

In this work, we use both, short, factoid answers 350

and long-form responses. 351

ELI5, introduced by Fan et al. (2019), consti- 352

tutes the first large-scale long-form dataset for 353

open-ended question-answering. We again do not 354

take available evidence documents into account, 355

but focus on the question-answer pairs only. 356

GooAQ (Khashabi et al., 2021) contains semi- 357

automatically extracted question-answer pairs from 358

the Google question auto-complete feature. 359

4.1.4 Metrics 360

For datasets with short-form answers, we use the 361

Exact Match (EM) metric for fine-tuned systems, in 362

line with previous work by Roberts et al. (2020) and 363

Lewis et al. (2021b). While the EM metric works 364

well for systems that are aware of the task-specific 365

format, it punishes potentially correct answers with 366

additional context, which we believe is overly harsh 367

in a zero-shot setting, where the specific output 368

format is not known. Therefore, we propose using 369

the Answer-level Recall (AR) metric for our zero- 370

shot experiments, while limiting the answer length 371

with the max-length and length-penalty inference 372

parameters. As such, the AR metric requires the 373

correct answer to be a continuous sub-sequence of 374

the predicted tokens, while allowing for additional 375

context. Since AR operates on token-level, the 376

prediction of super/sub-words, e.g., fundamental 377

instead of fun, is considered incorrect. 378

For long-form question-answer datasets, we 379

choose the Rouge-L (RL) score as our evaluation 380

metric, which has shown strong correlation with 381

Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 scores, and is commonly 382

used in previous work (Khashabi et al., 2021). 383
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Zero-Shot

Model
TQA NQ-Short NQ-Long ELI5 GooAQ

AR AR R-L R-L R-L

BART Large

Rand. Init. 0.04 0.11 0.10 0.26 0.16
Vanilla †4.91 †1.93 10.39 11.88 14.67
Vanillaa

CCQA †5.14 †2.16 12.18 †15.21 †17.5
CCQA-d 4.80 2.13 10.33 11.91 14.88

T5 Small

Rand. Init. 0.05 0.11 1.13 1.49 0.80
Vanilla †5.06 †1.74 9.16 7.55 †8.92
Vanillab

CCQA †5.13 †1.86 †13.63 †15.28 †15.46

T5 Base

Rand. Init. 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vanilla †5.49 †2.02 †14.39 12.27 †14.99
Vanillac

CCQA †7.15 †3.19 †15.08 †15.69 †15.85

Fine-Tuned

TQA NQ-Short NQ-Long ELI5 GooAQ
EM EM R-L R-L R-L

BART Large

0.71 0.75 16.04 14.37 16.21
28.67 23.79 23.47 16.96 35.67

26.50
25.82 22.91 21.25 17.23 32.53
27.84 23.96 24.56 17.27 35.92

T5 Small

0.44 0.54 10.86 13.06 8.71
21.02 21.16 22.09 16.28 24.70

19.00 23.00
17.55 19.50 22.05 16.33 25.35

T5 Base

0.32 0.38 13.58 12.72 7.93
26.25 23.04 25.36 16.58 29.36
23.63 25.94
22.69 22.32 24.73 16.64 29.09

Results from a Lewis et al. (2021a) b Khashabi et al. (2021) c Roberts et al. (2020)

Table 3: Closed-book zero-shot and fine-tuned results. Best performance of fairly computed results per sub-table
bold. †Zero-shot model outperforms fully fine-tuned randomly initialized transformer of same architecture. -d
extension indicates denoising CCQA pre-training task. AR=Answer-level recall, EM=Exact Match, RL=Rouge-L.

4.1.5 Hyper-Parameters384

We use the default parameters of the BART (Lewis385

et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) models for386

in-domain pre-training and fine-tuning whenever387

possible. Regarding the in-domain pre-training on388

our CCQA dataset, we limit training to 800k steps389

using a batch-size of 1, 024. During our fine-tuning390

runs, we limit the number of updates to 20k steps391

with a batch-size of 256 samples, with exception of392

the GooAQ dataset, which we fine-tune for 100k393

steps due to it’s large size. We select the best model394

during our in-domain pre-training runs based on395

the perplexity measure, and pick the top fine-tuned396

model according to the final evaluation metric. We397

do not perform any hyper-parameter search during398

in-domain pre-training and fine-tuning.399

For the inference step, our hyper-parameter set-400

ting is closely related to commonly used summa-401

rization parameters. We use a beam-size of 4, max-402

length of 140, and length-penalty of 2.0. For the403

fine-tuned short-form task, we choose a max-length404

of 30, following Xiong et al. (2020) and a length-405

penalty of 1.0. All model evaluations are based on406

Huggingface Transformers8 (Wolf et al., 2019).407

8Experiments are executed on Nvidia V100 32GB GPUs.

4.1.6 Results 408

Our main results for the closed-book question- 409

answering task are presented in Table 3, show- 410

ing the zero-shot and fine-tuned performance of 411

the BART Large (top), T5 Small (center) and T5 412

Base (bottom) models for each of the 5 evaluation 413

datasets. Even though we present a wide variety of 414

benchmark results, from short-form factoid ques- 415

tions to long-form answers, the CCQA seq2seq pre- 416

trained model consistently outperforms all other 417

models on the zero-shot question-answering task. 418

Even more importantly, the additional in-domain 419

pre-training step achieves better zero-shot perfor- 420

mance than fully fine-tuned, randomly initialized 421

transformer models (as extensively used prior to 422

2018) in almost all settings. Specifically, our model 423

outperforms the randomly initialized transformers 424

on all benchmarks for T5 Small and T5 Base, as 425

well as on 4 out of 5 datasets using BART Large. 426

Comparing the fully fine-tuned setting across 427

models and datasets it becomes clear that, al- 428

though oftentimes performing comparably, our 429

CCQA seq2seq pre-trained model underperforms 430

the vanilla models in most cases. Seq2seq in- 431

domain pre-training on CCQA only reaches su- 432
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Figure 4: Low resource experiments comparing the Rouge-L score of vanilla T5 Small with our CCQA pre-trained
models on NQ-long (left), GooAQ (center) and ELI5 (right).

perior performance on the ELI5 dataset for all mod-433

els, as well as on the GooAQ dataset for T5 Small.434

Showing that seq2seq pre-training on CCQA is435

effective in zero-shot scenarios, however only par-436

tially improves over baselines in the fine-tuned set-437

ting, we investigate: (1) Additional experiments438

using the CCQA dataset for denoising-style pre-439

training (-d in Table 3) and (2) Evaluate additional440

low-resource scenarios, shown in Figure 4.441

For our denoising-style in-domain pre-training442

experiment, we keep the available markup infor-443

mation, in line with HTLM (Aghajanyan et al.,444

2021b). As shown in Table 3, the in-domain CCQA445

denoising objective outperforms the vanilla BART446

Large model on 4 out of 5 benchmarks in the fine-447

tuned setting. We believe that this result, alongside448

the zero-shot performance of the seq2seq CCQA449

model, clearly shows the usefulness and generality450

of our CCQA corpus for closed-book open-domain451

question-answering.452

Taking a closer look at low-resource scenarios,453

we evaluate the vanilla T5 Small model against our454

in-domain pre-trained approach using 5 proper sub-455

sets of the NQ-Long, GooAQ and ELI5 benchmark456

datasets, drawn at random. As presented in Fig-457

ure 4, our CCQA model mostly outperforms the458

vanilla T5 Small model in low-resource scenarios459

with up to 10, 000 data points. While the perfor-460

mance of our CCQA model is consistently better461

on the ELI5 test-set, the vanilla baselines outper-462

form our models fastest on the NQ-Long corpus.463

Additional low-resource experiments on T5 Base464

are shown in Table 6, in Appendix G.465

4.2 Passage Retrieval466

4.2.1 Task467

For the passage retrieval task, an important compo-468

nent of most open-book QA systems (e.g., Lewis469

et al. (2020); Izacard and Grave (2021)), models470

Figure 5: High-level overview of the CCQA passage
retrieval in-domain pre-training step (yellow) as part
of the training pipeline for DPR. Language model pre-
training shown in green. Task-dependent fine-tuning
presented in red. Evaluation in blue. (1) Baseline
pre-training/fine-tuning pipeline, (2) In-domain pre-
training/fine-tuning pipeline.

aim to extract a set of evidence passages from a 471

large collection of documents through conditional 472

ranking. To align our corpus with the passage re- 473

trieval task, we aggregate every question into a 474

single data point, consisting of the question itself, 475

alongside all available answers as either positive 476

or negative contexts. If available, answer votes are 477

used as a proxy to determine positive and nega- 478

tive (sometimes called “hard-negative") contexts. 479

Following the practice in Fan et al. (2019), we as- 480

sign every answer with at least 2 more upvotes 481

than downvotes as a positive context and all other 482

answer as negative. If answer votes are not avail- 483

able, we use the accepted/suggested label (shown 484

in Figure 2) as an indicator for positive and nega- 485

tive contexts. In the absence of either criterion, we 486

use all available answers as positive contexts. 487

4.2.2 Models & Training 488

For passage retrieval, we choose the Dense Passage 489

Retriever (DPR) (Karpukhin et al., 2020), used in a 490

variety of popular end-to-end open-book QA mod- 491
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Model
TQA NQ-Short

Acc@20 Acc@100 Acc@20 Acc@100

DPR 79.4 85.0 78.4 85.4
DPR v2 79.5 85.3 78.3 85.6
CCQA DPR 80.0 85.6 79.1 86.3

Table 4: Fine-tuned Dense Passage Retriever (DPR) ac-
curacy measure on the TQA and NQ-Short datasets.
DPR represents the original DPR model (Karpukhin
et al., 2020), DPR v2 (Oğuz et al., 2021) indicates the
updated codebase. CCQA DPR uses our CCQA pre-
trained DPR model for retrieval fine-tuning.

Bench. (test) TQA NQ-S NQ-L ELI5 GooAQ

Bench. (train) 11.9 4.9 5.2 3.0 26.9
CCQA (train) 0.4 1.9 2.3 0.5 26.9

Table 5: 8-gram question overlap (in %) between train-
ing sets and benchmark test-sets (inspired by Radford
et al. (2019)). Bench (train) refers to the overlap be-
tween the respective training- and test-portion of the
benchmark datasets, CCQA (train) identified overlaps
between our dataset and the test-splits. False positive
rate upper-bound by 1

108 . All inputs are normalized and
lower-cased. NQ-S=NQ-Short, NQ-L=NQ-Long.

els, such as RAG (Lewis et al., 2020) and FiD (Izac-492

ard and Grave, 2021). As shown in Figure 5, we493

start with the vanilla DPR model based on BERT494

(Devlin et al., 2018) and in-domain pre-train using495

questions and positive/negative passages from the496

CCQA dataset (yellow box in Figure 5), similar to497

Oğuz et al. (2021). In line with the training-flows of498

the closed-book models, we train DPR using either499

the vanilla setup (pre-training→ fine-tuning) or the500

in-domain pre-training approach (pre-training→501

in-domain pre-training→ fine-tuning), shown as502

circles (1) and (2) in Figure 5, respectively.503

4.2.3 Datasets & Metrics504

Following the original DPR paper (Karpukhin et al.,505

2020), we evaluate the passage retrieval task on the506

NQ-Short and TQA datasets presented in section507

4.1.3, using the top-20 and top-100 retrieval accu-508

racy (Acc@20/Acc@100) measures.509

4.2.4 Hyper-Parameters510

We use the default DPR hyper-parameters when-511

ever possible (Karpukhin et al., 2020). For in-512

domain pre-training, we limit training to 800k steps513

using a batch-size of 1, 536 samples. During fine-514

tuning, we restrict the number of updates to 20k515

steps with a batch-size of 128. The best checkpoint516

is selected based on the Mean Reciprocal Rank517

(MRR) measure, following Oğuz et al. (2021). We 518

do not perform any hyper-parameter search. 519

4.2.5 Results 520

For the passage retrieval experiments, we com- 521

pare our CCQA in-domain pre-trained DPR model 522

against the vanilla DPR model published in 523

Karpukhin et al. (2020), as well as the recently 524

enhanced version (Oğuz et al., 2021). Table 4 con- 525

tains our empirical results, showing consistent im- 526

provements of our CCQA DPR model over the 527

vanilla baselines. More specifically, the in-domain 528

CCQA pre-training step increases the top-20 and 529

top-100 accuracy score on the TQA benchmark 530

dataset by over half a point, while the performance 531

gap on NQ-Short shows consistent improvement of 532

over 0.7%. 533

4.3 Evaluation Fairness: Dataset Overlap 534

With modern pre-training approaches using increas- 535

ingly large datasets, accidental overlaps between 536

pre-training corpora and benchmark datasets be- 537

come more and more common (Lewis et al., 2021a). 538

To analyze this threat to the integrity of our dataset 539

and empirical analysis, we follow Radford et al. 540

(2019) and evaluate the 8-gram question overlap 541

of our CCQA training portion with the test-split of 542

benchmark datasets using bloom filters. Table 5 543

shows a consistently smaller question overlap be- 544

tween CCQA and the benchmark test set, compared 545

to the benchmark training split itself. 546

5 Conclusion and Future Work 547

In this work, we presented our new web-scale 548

CCQA dataset for in-domain model pre-training. 549

We started by showing the generation process, fol- 550

lowed by detailed insights into key dataset dimen- 551

sions of this new, large-scale, natural, and diverse 552

question-answering corpus. In a set of empiri- 553

cal evaluations, we confirmed the initial intuition 554

that the dataset presents a valuable resource for 555

open-domain question-answering research. In our 556

zero-shot, low-resource and fine-tuned experiments 557

for open- and closed-book QA tasks, we show 558

promising results across multiple model architec- 559

tures. With around 130 million question-answer 560

pairs (55M unique) as well as additional meta-data, 561

our CCQA dataset presents a versatile source of 562

information, which has a large variety of applica- 563

tions in future work (e.g., question summarization, 564

answer rating, answer ranking and many more). 565
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A CCQA Dataset Generation Algorithm 716

Algorithm 1 CCQA Dataset Generation Procedure

for document ∈ CommonCrawl do
if "schema.org/Question" in document then . Webpage contains schema.org annotation

tree← parse_html(document)
questions← find_question_root(tree)
for question_sub_tree in questions do

question_sub_tree← clean_question_subtree(question_sub_tree)
end for
questions← convert_to_json(questions)
save(questions)

else
skip document

end if
end for

procedure FIND_QUESTION_ROOT(node) . Pre-order traversal, return when question found
if node.itemtype == "https://schema.org/Question" then

return node
end if
for child in node.children() do

node← find_question_root(child)
nodes.append(node)

end for
return nodes

end procedure

procedure CLEAN_QUESTION_SUBTREE(node) . Post-order traversal, clean elements bottom-up
for child in node do

child← clean_question_subtree(child)
end for
if "itemtype" | "itemprop" in node.attributes() then

for attribute in node.attributes() do
if not attribute.starts_with("item" | "content" | "date") then

attribute.remove()
end if

end for
else

replace_node_with_children(node)
end if

end procedure

11



B Dataset Format717

The structured output of the dataset collection is shown in Figure 2, containing a three-level nested718

structure: (1) Every top-level data point represents a webpage in Common Crawl, encapsulating questions719

and answers found on the page, together with relevant metadata. (2) On the second level of the nested720

structure, every question is represented as a tuple containing the question-name (a short summary of721

the question) and -text (the main question). Questions also contain additional metadata as shown in722

Figure 2. (3) Every question can contain an arbitrary number of associated answers and answer attempts,723

located on the third and final level of the nested structure. An answer thereby contains a mandatory724

accepted/suggested label, the answer text as well as optional metadata.725

With this nested structure of our CCQA dataset, we allow users to: (1) Verify question-answer pairs726

and their metadata on the original webpage, (2) utilize additional parts of the original webpage and (3)727

tackle question-answering related tasks, such as answer selection, answer rating or answer ranking.728

C Detailed Topic Distribution729

Topic Top 5 Appearances in CCQA

Top-Level Regional (38.90%) Society (21.14%) Business (8.36%) Sports (7.04%) Rec. (6.20%)

Regional
North America
(61.48%)

Europe
(34.69%)

Asia
(1.28%)

Society
Issues
(76.89%)

Religion
(18.39%)

Philosophy
(2.36%)

Law
(1.41%)

Business
Industrial Goods
(13.41%)

Energy
(9.75%)

Textiles
(9.75%)

Construction
(7.31%)

Business Services
(6.09%)

Sports
Golf
(81.08)

Aquatiques
(10.81%)

Events
(2.70%)

Water Sports
(2.70%)

Lacrosse
(1.35%)

Recreational
Food
(56.92)

Outdoors
(23.07%)

Travel
(12.30%)

Motorcycles
(3.07%)

Pets
(1.53%)

Table 6: Fine-grained CCQA dataset topic distribution of 1000 randomly chosen domains retrieved through the
DMOZ/Curlie annotation at https://curlie.org/. Only showing sub-topics with ≥ 1%.

D Detailed Question Word Distribution730

Question-Word What How When Which Where Why Who Whose

Frequency
5.3M
(36.20%)

4.3M
(29.80%)

1.4M
(9.68%)

1.4M
(9.64%)

881k
(6.04%)

717k
(4.92%)

514k
(3.53%)

25k
(0.17%)

Table 7: Question word distribution for all 8 English question words with their number of appearance in the CCQA
corpus and their relative frequency.
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E HTML Markup Tag Distribution 731

Rank HTML Markup Tag Distribution

1-5 p (28.48%) a (14.89%) br (14.87%) li (10.04%) span (5.77%)

6-10 strong (4.93%) code (4.59%) em (2.79) div (2.38%) ul (2.27%)

11-15 pre (1.80%) b (1.70%) blockquote (1.14%) h3 (0.89%) td (0.88%)

16-20 h2 (0.48%) ol (0.42%) tr (0.42%) h1 (0.35%) i (0.24%)

21-25 sup (0.17%) tbody (0.12%) table (0.12%) u (0.12%) sub (0.11%)

Table 8: Distribution of the 25 most common HTML tags in CCQA.

F Sensibility and Answerability Examples 732

Metric Type Example Explanation

Q-sensibility Pos What languages do you speak?
Q-Sensible, since question
internally makes sense

Neg How blue is the number 7?
Not Q-Sensible, since question
internally makes no sense

Q-answerability Pos
How can I purchase affordable
Flats in Vancouver?

Q-Answerable, since a
single answer exists

Neg What languages do you speak?
Not Q-Answerable, since no single
answer exists, but depends on
the (unavailable) context

QA-sensibility Pos
Which is the busiest month
to travel from London to Delhi?
→ July

QA-Sensible, since question and
answer make sense together

Neg

How can I purchase affordable
Flats in Vancouver?
→ There are many affordable
Flats available.

Not QA-Sensible, since answer
does not answer the question

Table 9: Examples and explanations for Question-sensibility (Q-sensibility), Question-answerability (Q-
answerability) and QA-sensibility. Pos = Positive example, Neg = Negative example.
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G Full Set of Low Resource Experiments733
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Figure 6: Low resource experiments comparing the Rouge-L score of vanilla T5 Small (left) and T5 Base (right)
with our CCQA pre-trained models on NQ-long (top), GooAQ (center) and ELI5 (bottom).
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H Qualitative Dataset Examples 734

{ 735

"Language":"-", 736

"Fasttext_language":"en", 737

"URI":"https://www.geograph.ie/faq3.php?q=multiple+account", 738

"UUID":"a5e97da2-f688-42af-8626-73a38fa8d06f", 739

"WARC_ID":"CC-MAIN-20201026031408-20201026061408-00221", 740

"Questions":[ 741

{ 742

"name_markup":"Can I change my name to a <b>pseudonym</b> on 743

a submission ?", 744

"Answers":[ 745

{ 746

"text_markup":"You can submit all your 747

photos under a pseudonym by changing the name on your 748

Profile<span><a>http://www.geograph.org.uk/profile.php</a></span>(link 749

top write on most pages). Note that by doing this, the name will be 750

changed on all photos you have previously submitted from the account. 751

These may already have been used elsewhere, crediting the name 752

originally shown. <br> You can change the credit on an individual 753

image, for instance if you asked someone else to take it for you, 754

but the name on your profile will still be shown on the photo page 755

and the photographer name will still link back to your profile. <br> 756

You can open another account under a pseudonym but this will need 757

to be done from a different email address and you will have to take 758

care which account you are signed in with before submitting, making 759

changes or posting in the forums.", 760

"status":"acceptedAnswer" 761

} 762

] 763

} 764

] 765

} 766
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{767

"Language":"en-US",768

"Fasttext_language":"en",769

"URI":"https://www.catholicfaithstore.com/Store/Products/SKU/b0d/770

St-Olgas-Cross-Medal.html",771

"UUID":"94def557-e521-493a-babd-b63c5e030e62",772

"WARC_ID":"CC-MAIN-20210308174330-20210308204330-00337",773

"Questions":[774

{775

"name_markup":"How do I care for my sterling silver?",776

"Answers":[777

{778

"text_markup":"<p>Sterling Silver Cleaning779

Instructions</p><ul><li>NEVER use a sterling silver cleaning780

solution on your jewelry. It will take off the protective781

coating.</li><li>Take a half cup of warm water and a few drops of782

mild dishwashing liquid soap and mix together.</li><li>With a soft783

clean cotton cloth&#160;dip the cloth into the soapy water getting784

it moist.</li><li>Use the moist cloth to wipe the surface of your785

sterling silver jewelry.</li><li>Take the just cleaned jewelry786

and run under clear water for a few seconds to&#160;wash away any787

soap.</li><li>Allow jewelry to dry before storing</li></ul><p>Other788

things to remember: When not wearing your sterling silver jewelry,789

keep it in an air-tight container or zip lock bag. Avoid household790

clean products getting in contact with the jewelry. And take off your791

jewelry when you swim, shower or are washing dishes.</p><p>For a more792

detailed explanation see<a>5 Easy-To-Follow Steps for Cleaning Your793

Sterling Silver Jewelry</a></p>",794

"status":"acceptedAnswer"795

}796

]797

}798

]799

}800

801
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{ 802

"Language":"-", 803

"Fasttext_language":"en", 804

"URI":"https://quant.stackexchange.com/questions/39510/ 805

software-for-american-basket-option-pricing-using-longstaff 806

-schwartz-least-squar", 807

"UUID":"e059deaf-3d73-4517-88a0-8abb8ad74972", 808

"WARC_ID":"CC-MAIN-20210305183324-20210305213324-00585", 809

"Questions":[ 810

{ 811

"author":"Bananach", 812

"name_markup":"<a>Software for American basket option 813

pricing using Longstaff-Schwartz/Least Squares Monte Carlo 814

method</a>", 815

"text_markup":"<p>Is there free software (preferably 816

in Python) that computes American basket (high-dimensional!) 817

option prices in the Black Scholes model using the 818

Longstaff-Schwartz algorithm (also known as Least Squares Monte 819

Carlo)?</p>~<p>Optimally, I want to be able to control the number 820

of basis functions, the number of Monte Carlo samples and the number 821

of time steps used.</p>", 822
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{ 827

"author":"byouness", 828

"text_markup":"<p>QuantLib is what 829

you are looking for. It is free/open source library 830

written in C++, it is available in Python as well (via 831

SWIG):<a>https://www.quantlib.org/install/windows-python.shtml 832

</a></p>~<p>Examples are shipped with QuantLib and among 833

them some show how to price options.</p><p>To get a feel 834

for what it’s like, you can check this blog post, explaining 835

how to price an American option on a single asset using a 836

binomial tree in Python:~<a>http://gouthamanbalaraman.com/blog/ 837

american-option-pricing-quantlib-python.html</a></p>", 838
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"Language":"en",848

"Fasttext_language":"en",849

"URI":"https://wwwmybizpro.invoicera.com/expense-management.html",850

"UUID":"8cfe986c-4f33-4a2a-98f1-32aab3811533",851

"WARC_ID":"CC-MAIN-20210512100748-20210512130748-00544",852

"Questions":[853

{854

"name_markup":"Do I need any new IT infrastructure to get855

the best use out of this software?",856

"Answers":[857

{858

"text_markup":"NO! Invoicera simply integrates with859

your current ERP and CRM. It comes with the simplest self-explanatory860

user-interface for you to use. You do not need any extra guidance861

with your Invoicera.",862
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